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Filter Holder 6x12-L
by

Auloma Holding S.r.l.



Working theory

1. Children from 0 to 14 years of age are not allowed to use the filter hol-
der. The filter holder is composed by detachable components that could
be ingested.

2.

3.

Keep the filter holder away from heat sources >90°C, to avoid
irreparable damage

Keep the filter holder away from fire to avoid damage or burning.
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Thank you for purchasing the Filter Holder 6x12-L. Please read this
instruction manual carefully before operating

Filter holders Aulomacolor-L are developed to be installed on our medium
format camera Panorama 6x12 and to install our photographic filters
Aulomacolor-L-BW or whichever photographic filter wide 100mm and thick
3mm.

Thanks to its design will be possible install until three filters together and
placing them without impediment until all pinholes wont be covered. Through
this system will be possible obtain different filters color combinations and add
ND filters, to execute colors or black and white photos.
The main feature of this film holder can be assumed in the elastic guides
special design. In our filter holder, side guides have the function of align and
lead the filters during the insertion, in addition provide an elastic stop that lock
the filters as soon as you stop the insertion. Through this system the filter
insertion results faster, will be enough get the filter from the borders and
sliding it into the filter holder., this system preventing accidental contact of
your fingers on the filter surface and block in safety the inserted filters.

Caution - Safety precautions
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Note
• Do not use acids, corrosive substances, hydrocarbons or anything else not

indicated for cleaning surfaces.

• The filter holder is a handcrafted product with surfaces finished by
abrasive discs. Possible scratches due to processing are a characteristic
of our product and can't to be considered defects or that the product has
been used.



Installation on Camera
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The installation or removal of Aulomacolor filters is done by two simple
operations. The first operation consists in mounting the Aulomacolor filter
holder on the pinhole camera using threaded knobs 1.
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Caution:

Before install the filter remove the safety treaded knobs 2 that block each shut-
ter, this because the head of the knob allow the filter insertion only from its op-
posite side.

2
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The strength applied on elastic seats is procured by two bolts 3 that preload
the system. The preload is calibrated in our shop to have a perfect insertion of
our filters Aulomacolor-L. In case you want install another kind of filters and in
this case the elastic seats result to much tight or released during the filter
insertion, it is possible tight or release the bolts 3 to increase or reduce the
strength applied on elastic seats.

Once the filter holder is fixed, it will be sufficient to slide a filter into the elastic
seats until it covers all pinholes on the camera. The system will automatically
lock the filter without having to secure it with screws, magnets or other
devices. Likewise, to remove the filter, simply hold it at the ends and slide it out
of the elastic seats.

Aulomacolor filter holders have the capability to hold up to three filters at the
same time, so it will be possible to combine different filters to compose the
desired photographic effect.

Elastic seat preload

Caution:

An eccesive strenght could procure scratchs in the filter edges.
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Warning:

Aulomacolor filter holder 6x12-L is developed to install Aulomacolor filter L, we
reject any liability in case of damages procured by our filter holder on other
brands filters.

Suggestion:

Aulomacolor filter holder 6x12-L after the installation on the camera might be
not removed. The camera can take photos without filters but with fiter holder
installed in the camera without problems of vignetting. To avoid any damages
on camera caused by frequently filter holder installation, we suggest the filter
holder removing only if is necessary.

Note:

Aulomacolor filter holder 6x12-L surfaces are in part wrapped with a vinil film,
this material applied on poliurethane resin produce sometimes small bubbles
in the surface. This isn't a defect of the filter holder and don't reduces its
efficency.



Disposal of the filter holder
Under no circumstance should you dispose of the filter holder in
normal domestic waste. Dispose of the filter holder via an appro-
vated disposal company of your municiplal waste facility. Please
observe currently applicable regulations. Please contact your wa-
ste disposal center if you need any further information. The
following is a list of the materials that compose the camera for
ease of disposal:

Polyurethane resin with iron oxid additive.•

Brass•

Steel•

PETG•

Disposal of instructions manual
The instruction manual enclosed in the package is printed on
paper and can be disposed of at your recicling plant.
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Storage
Store the filter holder in an environment with a temperature within the range
indicated for storage. The manufacturing material makes it resistant to humid
environments, however, it is recommended to store it in a dry environment to
avoid possible oxidation of metal components.

Maintenance and cleaning
1. Before install the filter holder use a pump with dust filter to clean the ca-

mera and filter holder

2. Clean the filter holder with a soft, clean cloth, preferably a dust-capturing
cloth.

Specifications
1. Overall dimansions (HxWxD): 128x125x52mm (5-3/64"x4-59/64"x2-3/64")

2. Weight: 160g (5.64Oz)

3. Material: composite resin, PETG, brass and inox steel

4. Working temperature without film: min -30°C.........max 60°C

5. Storage temperature: min -40°C ........ max 70°C
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Disposal of packaging
The packaging is made of recyclable material and can be
disposed of at your recicling plant.

Customer service
To ensure speedy handling of your issue, please email us for assistance
Email: info@auloma.com

Social comunity
Owning an Auloma pinhole camera allows you to share your experiences and
emotions obtained using this product also through dedicated social platforms.
If you are interested in sharing your photos with other photography
enthusiasts, publish your photos on the dedicated flickr space:
https://www.flickr.com/groups/auloma/,
Or share your photos on the web using #auloma tag

https://www.auloma.com
https://attaphoto.com
https://twitter.com/aulomaholding
https://www.facebook.com/auloma.pinhole/
https://www.instagram.com/aulomaholding/
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Intended use
The Filter holdr 6x12-L is used for install fotographic filters on our pinhole ca-
mera Auloma Panorama 6x12. Do not use the filter holder for other purposes,
Auloma Holding is not liable for damage caused by improper use of the
product.
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